Bai Dinh Pagoda (Ninh Binh) – Majestic beauty oasis of peace
Located on the slopes, between valleys and rocky immense lake is a temple with
monumental architecture, but massive bearing deep tradition, was hailed as the
biggest temple complex in Southeast Asia. That is the Bai Dinh Pagoda complex.
The temple is located at the west gate vestige Hoa Lu, of Gia Sinh Commune – Gia
Vien –Ninh Binh city 15 km, 95 km from Hanoi. Bai Dinh Pagoda populations
including an ancient pagoda and a new pagoda was built in 2003. For years, it has
become a popular venue, attracting many Buddhists and foreign tourists with
Vietnam visa to visit.
Name Bai Dinh pagoda called meaning is committed towards the mountains, where
the heroic events in the history of Vietnam. Bai Dinh Pagoda Mountain is where King
Dinh Tien Hoang up the sky bridge esplanade good weather, is the place where the
flag ceremony when King Quang Trung Thang Long University Qing break.
Ancient Bai Dinh Pagoda was discovered by the Saint Nguyen Minh No, he was
transformed into a temple caves come here looking for chemical plants tiger
medicines to king Ly Than Tong. Legend has it that this place has many valuable
medicinal plants that the Holy Nguyen Minh No gatherers often brought down the
“elixir”. Later many health foods everywhere sought the wealth of medicinal plants for
healing for people. In resistance, Bai Dinh was a revolutionary relics of war Quynh
Luu district, where leaders of the Communist Party of Vietnam propaganda to the
people’s revolution.
Ancient Bai Dinh Pagoda is located on a 187m high mountain, close to the Three
power of the new temple is about 800m southeast. This pagoda is located near the
top of a fairly quiet mountains, consists of a street in the center, turn to the right is
bright Buddhist shrine cave, then god Cao Son Temple at the end of the back door of
the cave look bright; Turn to the left is the holy temple worship Nguyen then the
maximum availability and first samples. It is located in lands full convergence factor
masterpiece with the concept of folk Vietnam, land that is born King, the Holy Birth,
Birth Spirit.
In 1997, ancient Bai Dinh is recognized as historical – cultural – national revolution.
There is a very interesting thing is that although there is historical temple area
formed from the Dinh has many architectural details and antiques bring bold mark of
the Ly Dynasty.
The pagoda was built in the style quite popular temple variations in Ninh Binh, no
curved roof pagoda roofs or nose comedy executioner, nor the huge pillars, bulky or
upper magnificent. Complete the Buddhist altar, church template is placed in the
heart of the temple caves u intelligent air reinforces the sacred and mystical
meditation gate. Ceiling caves became permanent temple roofs, shielding the sacred
place of Buddhism reigns, the form has for centuries now. Bai Dinh and not just a
place for people born show piety but also a beautiful landscape. For the past when
doing this reason, King Le Thanh Tong has dedicated herself four letters “Ming Peak
spots” praised the beauty of this place.

The new Bai Dinh Pagoda (Bai Dinh Tan Tu) is a large project, covering an area
measuring 80 hectares, is located across the mountains than in the west pagoda and
Hoa Lu ancient capital. Some main categories: electric Tam, France Owner electric,
electric Quan, Bao Tower, Bell Tower, and the infrastructure works, accessories,
area Buddhist academies, reception areas …
So, if the throne humble old temple in the mountains, the massive new temple, the
outstanding splendor between majestic mountains as beautiful as the place Elysium.
Bai Dinh Pagoda are majestic statues carved into the backrest subtle dark green
slopes like to bring tourists to the sacred boundaries of the realms and realms
continue. Temple populations like glistening jewels, colorful, spiritual convergence
gas legendary millennium. New pagoda architecture featuring large cubes,
monumental architectural imprints Vietnam and the main raw material used locally:
Ninh Binh bluestone, wood quartet set, ceramic tile dark brown Bat Trang… dark
brown roof dome, phoenix tail curved main differences of the new architecture Bai
Dinh pagoda. The decorative architectural details also bearing the stamp of the
famous traditional villages in Vietnam with the contribution of 500 artisans and
craftsmen are many organizations from the famous villages such as carpentry Phuc
Loc, Ninh Van stone carving, bronze casting Y Yen, Van Lam embroidery, lacquer
Cat Dang, Dong Xam silver station… the artisans use local materials to create
architectural features of traditional Vietnamese pagodas Bai Dinh.
Today, Bai Dinh Pagoda is considered the spiritual tourist destination Vietnam the
most attractive for the record were recorded as: the largest pagoda Vietnam (total
539ha, 27ha own ancient temple, pagoda 80ha), the temple has the longest corridor
Asian Arhat (Arhat corridor near the 3 km long), the pagoda has many Arhat statues
in Vietnam (500 green rock about 2m high), the pagoda has Vietnam’s largest jade
wells, the temple has the most number of linden Vietnam (100 linden linden
extracted from India), gold-plated bronze statue Asia’s largest (100 tone bronze
statue in French electric Chairman), the largest bronze Buddha statue in Southeast
Asia (Buddha Maitreya outdoor 100 tons), Vietnam’s largest bronze bell (bell weighs
36 tons in the Belfry).
Take a time to visit Bai Dinh, step on the stone steps arranged in a moderate slope,
gradually to feel the fresh air, cool. Between the sacred, the earth and sky vast,
echoing bells, guests will find their hearts at ease, lift off the concerns of everyday
life.
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